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Address ASM Automation Sensorik Messtechnik GmbH 
Am Bleichbach 18-22 
85452 Moosinning

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
ASM is manufacturer of linear position sensors as well as of angular and inclination sensors. The sensors find use in adjusted solar energy and
photovoltaic systems to enable the exact alignment and inclination of collectors. The robust and compact design suites for outdoor applications. The
product ranges consists of cable actuated position sensors WS® / POSIWIRE®, tape actuated position sensors POSITAPE®, magnetostrictive
position sensors POSICHRON®, magnetic scale position sensors POSIMAG®, angular sensors and encoders POSIROT®, inclination sensors
POSITILT® and digital process displays PRODIS®. In addition ASM offers measuring instruments as recorders, memory recorders, power measuring
instruments, electronic measuring instruments, environmental measuring instruments, clamp sensors, clamp testers and field measuring instruments.
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